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EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANT  
REFLECTIONS

With the retirement of our longest serving 
Educational Assistant, Tina Morris, 
our department will have different staff 
working both in the classrooms and in 
our department rooms; and of course, 
every year new students come with many 
different types of exceptionalities and 
other students graduate after benefitting 
from professionals trained in assisting 
with all those learning needs. The 
following is a brief summary of, and 
perhaps an introduction to, the LA/SE 
department at Guido.

In 1992, Guido de Brès Christian High 
School became aware of the fact that 
an Educational Assistant would be 
needed in various courses to give some 
extra support for the students with 
exceptionalities, as well as to assist the 
teachers in working with those students. 
The role of the EA was to accommodate, 
observe, record and chart students’ 
progress in the classroom, along with a 
host of other tasks that were added over 
time. The EA would assist students with 

school work at the grade 9 and 10 level 
mainly in the classroom setting. 

A Learning Assistance Period was added 
to the mix with the knowledge that 
grade 11 and 12 students would also 
benefit from some extra help. Every day 
a number of students in the upper grades 
could come to the LA room for some 
specific help with studying, homework, 
projects, and organizational skills. When 
the Literacy Test for grade 10 became a 
provincial compulsory test that all high 
school students needed to pass, the EA 
became the Literacy Coach for those 
students in the upper level who needed 
extra study time. The EA also developed 
IEPs (Individual Education Plans) for 
students with exceptionalities in all 
grades. With thankfulness in 2001 we 
welcomed another EA to assist in our 
applied level classes and so our small 
department began to grow. 

The school was asked a number of 
times to develop a program for children 
with more specific special needs. 
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Things are changing in the Learning Assistance and 
Special Education departments at Guido. 

B Y  T I N A  M O R R I S ,  W E N D Y  S M E D I N G

These students might be children who 
are working at a level well below grade 
9 and therefore need special academic 
programming. As well, they might benefit 
from a life skills program, including such 
things as cooking or community safety 
skills. With the community’s support, a 
plan was created to begin working with 
these children of our community. In 2010, 
a Special Education teacher was hired to 
work with students with higher needs. The 
following year saw increased enrolment 

Finance  
A N D R E W  C H O N G 



 Important Dates
 Friday, June 15  Exam preparation day (no classes) 

 Monday, June 18  
 to Friday, June 22   Second semester exams

 Tuesday, June 26   Commencement (7:00 pm)

 Monday, August 20   Office reopened

 Tuesday, September 4   First day of classes

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR IMPORTANT DATES FOR THE WHOLE YEAR.
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Recently I attended 
a conference hosted 
by the Reformed 
Curriculum 
Development 
Committee which 
focused on “Teaching 
English in a Reformed 

Classroom.” One of the pre-meal 
devotions dealt with some verses from 
Philippians 4. I want to highlight verses 
6b-7, which demonstrate the relationship 
we need to have with our God:

  [In] everything by prayer and 
supplication with thanksgiving let 
your requests be made known to 
God. And the peace of God, which 
surpasses all understanding, will 
guard your hearts and your minds 
in Christ Jesus. (ESV) 

How important is it that we have peace and especially the peace of 
God? In a society full of turmoil and temptation, there is nothing 
we should covet more than the protection of our hearts and minds. 
These verses are the backbone of discernment. When we read His 
Word and faithfully come to God in prayer and have His Spirit 
merge our will into His, only then are we in the frame of mind 
to face the broken world in which we live. When we neglect our 
relationship with Him, we can be very easily pulled away from 
Christ and swept up by the ideas of the world. 

 Principal’s Report
 R I C H A R D  T O M L I N
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Our goal here at Guido is to assist parents in developing these 
important routines and desires in our students. It is why we pray 
in each of our classes and why we begin the day with reading from 
the Word. It is why Christian education is more important than 
ever. Keep praying for the school and be thankful that we have 
been so blessed this year.

Moving into the final days of the school year, we really do have a 
lot to be thankful for. While students have been busy with class 
projects, sporting events, clubs, and Arts Alive, the Board and 
Administration have been busy with preparations for the coming 
year. With several teachers either retiring or reducing their course 
loads, I have the privilege of introducing three new staff members: 
Mr. Daron Ruggi, Mrs. Annette Smid, and Mr. Anson Sikkema. 
The new Mr. Ruggi will be joining us full time and teaching in the 
English, History, and Business departments. Mrs. Smid, who is 
currently filling a maternity leave, will be coming back part-time 
in the math department. Mr. Sikkema is joining us in the first 
semester to take over the technical classes of Mr. Hoeksema.

These introductions may have raised some questions for those 
who could not make it to the membership meeting in May. 
Let me fill you in. Mr. Hoeksema, after 21 years of teaching, is 
retiring, and Mr. J. Ruggi will be making a change in career after 
this school year. We do not have to say goodbye entirely to Mr. J. 
Ruggi, as he has agreed to come back in second semester to teach 
his woodworking classes. Mr. Zietsma will not be returning to 
the classroom, but will continue as the Co-op teacher in second 
semester. In the Resource department, we are saying goodbye to 
Mrs. Morris, as she will also be retiring at the end of this year. All 
four of these staff members have had a significant impact on Guido 
over the past several decades and they will be missed. We wish you 
all God’s blessing in these major life changes and thank you for 
your years of service at Guido.

This year also marks some changes with our grade 12 graduation 
festivities. The move to a June commencement comes with several 
changes. The ceremony no longer takes place on a Saturday, nor 
is it in the afternoon. This year, Commencement will be held, the 
Lord willing, on Tuesday, June 26, at 7 pm. One notable change 
for this year is actually a behind-the-scenes sort of thing. In the 
past, Veronica Walters has headed up and organized the luncheon 
before the graduation ceremony. As she is stepping down from the 
Ladies Auxiliary this year, we wanted to thank her for her years 
of service and especially for taking charge of both the graduation 
luncheon and the Founders/Grandparents’ Day lunch. Veronica, 
your work has been greatly appreciated. Thank you for all that you 
have done for us over the years.

This report will be my last as acting principal of Guido. May the 
Lord grant us peace and wisdom as we look ahead to the summer 
and into the next school year. Thank you for the prayers and 
support you have offered; it has been greatly appreciated. Ω
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One of the frustrating aspects of teaching 
is encountering students who don’t seem 
to be teachable. A teacher may try several 
different methods of reaching a particular 
student, but there are some that refuse 
to apply themselves to taking in the 
necessary instruction in order to learn and 
grow. I am sure most, if not all, teachers 
reading this will be able to relate to a 
situation like this. 
But, as frustrating as it is to have a student that is not teachable, 
I submit that there is something that is even worse: having a 
teacher or parent that is unteachable. 

In one of my earlier Chairman reports, I wrote about how 
the classrooms of Guido should echo the “classrooms” of our 
homes and vice versa. I was humbly reminded of this the other 
day in my own home when one of my witty sons grabbed my 
cell phone as it lay on the 
kitchen counter. He started 
to flip through it and yelled, 
“Phone Check!” I asked him 
what he was doing, and he 
responded casually, saying, 
“Dad, you always take my 
phone and do ‘checks’ to see 
if I am surfing inappropriate 
internet sites or using 
inappropriate language…so I 
thought I would check to see 
if you are doing the same.” 

At first I was taken aback and even offended by what my son 
was saying and doing, but then I thought to myself…fair call. 
Actually, after a little more reflection, I commended him for 
doing that and commented on how important it is to keep each 
other accountable and that I am not above learning from him 
as well. I was reminded of the words of Proverbs 9:9: “Give 
instruction to a wise man, and he will be still wiser; teach a 
righteous man, and he will increase in learning.” (Then I wrestled 
him to show him that I was still stronger.☺)

The late RC Sproul said, “If teachers are to impart knowledge 
and wisdom to their students, will not the best teachers seek to 
grow in their knowledge and wisdom so that they will have more 
to teach others? Becoming a teacher does not mean that one has 
‘arrived’ in terms of knowledge; the best teachers understand 

Chairman’s Notes
 D A V E  K A M P E N

“Dad, you always take my phone and 
do ‘checks’ to see if I am surfing 

inappropriate internet sites or 
using inappropriate language…so I 
thought I would check to see if you 

are doing the same.” 

Continued on page 6...

where they are lacking and seek to 
be taught so that they will increase 
in wisdom and learning. A great 
teacher is teachable. If he or she is 
not, they will have precious little  
to teach.”1

As much as this comment applies 
to the teachers at Guido, it 
also applies to all of us in our 
Christian community. Parents and 
grandparents. Aunts and uncles. 
Elders and deacons. Brothers and sisters. None of us outgrows 
the need to learn and be taught. It is always humbling for 
teachers to learn from their students, as it is very humbling for 
a parent to swallow their pride and learn from their teens. As 
Board, It is our hope and prayer that both students and teachers 
continue to learn in classrooms at Guido and that all of the 
supporting community will continue to grow in knowledge and 
godliness in our homes, churches, workplaces and communities. 
May our teachers listen to the struggles that a student may 
have and seek to learn new ways of connecting. And may we, 
as parents and supporting community, always be patient and 

humble in listening to our teenagers 
as they navigate their studies and as 
they wrestle and grow on their faith 
journeys. 

Your Board has been busy learning 
and leading over the past winter 
and spring months by attending 
meetings and providing oversight 
and governance in many of its 
committees. We’ve also been 
working on finalizing all of the 
teaching requirements for Guido 

for the upcoming 2018/19 school year. At the recent membership 
meeting, Mike Tel had the opportunity to report on this and also 
announce the new staff additions. We are thankful for the years 
of dedication that Jake Ruggi, Warren Hoeksema, Tom Zietsma, 
and Tina Morris have provided in their respective classrooms! If 
I remember correctly, my class got to experience the first year of 
teaching at Guido for Jake Ruggi, bringing him to a total now of 
33 years of working with students. Warren Hoeksema has taught 
at Guido for 20 years, and Tom Zietsma has been teaching for 28 
years. Tina has been sharing her gifts in an EA position at Guido 
for the past 25 years. We thank all of you for the many years 
of classroom instruction and dedication that you have shared 
with so many students over these years, and we wish you God’s 
blessings as you enjoy your retirement (or semi-retirement). 



“EA Reflections” continued...

and yet another EA was hired to work 
with the SE teacher. During this time a 
new wing was added to the building for 
Special Needs and Learning Assistance to 
be in one area of the school, and to give 
enough space to accommodate all the 
students requiring any type of assistance. 
Finally, one more EA was hired, which 
brings our department number to five 
professionals who work with the students 
and teachers to promote the success 
of every student. The support Guido 
has offered under two titles, Learning 
Assistance and Special Needs, will be 
combined under one name, Resource 
Department, beginning  
in September 2018. As such, all new  
hires will be assisting in every area of the 
new program.

As a department, we would encourage 
anyone who has a heart for working 
with children and teens to look into the 
various college programs that train you 
to serve others in various ways, be that 
in an academic manner or with personal 
care assistance. There are a number of 
colleges in the Hamilton vicinity that 
offer great programs in the Education 
Assistant area. They cover such topics 
as working with students with physical, 
behaviour, communication, or intellectual 
exceptionalities and unique needs. 
To gain a spot in these programs, it is 
recommended to take some prerequisites 
such as Communications, Introductory 
Psychology, Developmental Psychology, 
and college-level mathematics. 

As our school grows and inclusion 
becomes the norm in both our Christian 
circle and in the view of the world, more 
and more people will be needed to work 
with students who have different abilities 
and talents.

Students who, for various reasons,  
likely would not have graduated without 
the assistance of our program have 
succeeded and gone on to college and to 
have successful careers in wide variety of 
areas. The Learning Assistance program, 
the Special Education program, and the 
EAs have been a successful and integral 
part of our community’s school. Ω
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GRPC: Please begin by telling us a bit 
about yourself. 

JH: I am the husband of one beautiful 
wife, and together we have five 
children who, like many children, are 
mostly wonderful. We all reside in the 
same home located just between the 
bustling metropolis of Smithville and 
the sleepy hamlet of St. Ann’s, Ontario. 
We also have the pleasure of being 
members of the Smithville Canadian 
Reformed Church. 

My professional teaching career started 
in September 2000 at John Calvin 
School in Smithville. I was given charge 
of a grade 5 classroom and placed 
under the care of an experienced and 
patient mentor who did what she could 
to show me the ropes and to keep me 
in step with who a grade 5 teacher 
should be. I spent nine years in John 
Calvin, and throughout my time there I 
also taught students at the grade 6 and 
grade 8 levels. 

In 2009 the Lord led me to John 
Calvin Christian School in Burlington, 
where I served as principal for six 
years. While there I had the pleasure 
of working with a small but diverse 
team of teachers and parents, who were 
dedicated to facilitating an excellent 
program of Reformed Christian 
education. 

In 2015 I became the first official 
coordinator of the League of Canadian 
Reformed School Societies. I learned 
a lot about schools in this role. 
Working with a broad spectrum of 
organizations, getting involved with the 
League committees, and watching the 
organization itself grow gave me a new 
appreciation for the blessings the Lord 
has given our community. 

GRPC: Was there anything in 
particular that drew you to apply for 
the job of Guido’s next principal?

JH: The first thing I want to say is that I 
enjoy working for the League and I feel 
the pull of the importance of the work 
being done there. When I applied for 
the position at Guido, I was confident 
that regardless of the outcome, I would 
be excited. It also meant that when I 
was offered the position, I saw it much 
more as the Lord’s will enacted in my 
life than I may have otherwise. But, 
what in particular drew me to apply? I 
think it is hard to say. There were many 
things. The challenge was one, being 
part of a close-knit team again was 
another, working more directly with 
teachers and students again played a 
role, and getting to know a new parent 
community was also appealing. All 
these things were part of the draw, but 
not any one thing stands out for me. 

Recently a member of the Guido Regional Promotion 
Committee interviewed alumnus Jason Heemskerk. 
They discussed his appointment as Guido’s newest 
principal (beginning in August 2018). We thank Mr. 
Heemskerk for his willingness to help our community 
begin to get to know him better. Enjoy!

AN INTERVIEW:
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GRPC: What do you imagine will be 
your first order of business come 
August 1, 2018?

JH: I am certain that I will have a long list 
of tasks generated for me by the current 
admin team. In addition to these, my 
personal plans are to watch, listen, and 
learn as much as I can about the school 
and how it operates. 

GRPC: What do you see as the key 
differences between an elementary 
school and a high school? (apart from 
the age of the students)

JH: I see that you have anticipated 
the ‘smart’ half of my brain with that 
question…I will be in a better position 
to tell you the differences in a year’s time. 
Beyond what I observe as a parent and 
what I hear from my children, I don’t 
have an in-depth knowledge of how a 
secondary school operates differently 
from an elementary school. 

I do have an idea of how they are similar 
though, and this gives me confidence. 
Guido, like the elementary schools I 
am familiar with, is a community of 
Reformed believers (parents, students, 
teachers, and others) that work together 
for a common primary purpose. That 
purpose is to glorify God as we assist 
Reformed parents with the academic 
education of their children. 

The statement above has many 
implications. It is a topic that I have 
spent a lot of time exploring over the past 
number of years. If any of the readers 
are curious to hear more, I am willing to 
speak about it at any time (and probably 
for a lot longer than most people are 
willing to listen!). 

GRPC: In your view, does being a 
Reformed Christian high school make 

Guido de Brès Christian High School 
distinctive?

JH: Yes, it does. In fact, it must. What 
would be the point of investing so much 
love, time, and money into Guido, if it 
was no different from the community 
Christian high school many of us find 
in our own backyards? A Reformed 
Christian school (at any level) needs to  
be distinct.

The distinction comes from a heavily 
invested parent community that shares a 
common faith and history. The distinction 
comes from knowing that the children 
who attend are covenant children. 
The halls are filled with students who 
are claimed by the Lord through their 
baptism. The school, in step with the 
church and the home, works with this 
claim to challenge the students to live 
lives of responsible thankfulness because 
they are His. 

These things should flavour the  
operation of the school in the way that 
well-proportioned salt flavours good  
food. A Reformed Christian perspective 
needs to be placed into the ingredients  
of the school’s curriculum in an 
intentional, measured, and thoughtful 
way. A way that shows our love and 
enthusiasm for the distinctive flavour 
that is the gift of a Reformed Christian 
doctrine and worldview. 

GRPC: Did you ever imagine when you 
walked the halls of Guido as a student 
some years ago that one day you would 
be the principal at Guido? By the way, 
what did you want to be when you  
grew up?!

JH: Actually, no. I am also sure that 
those who taught me never would have 
thought so either. I think the Lotto 649 

odds would have been better than taking 
a bet – not that we would – that I would 
be principal at Guido back in 1993. 
The most I can say is this: when I was a 
student at Guido, I remember thinking 
about how, if I were to be a teacher 
(which was never going to happen), I 
would want to be a teacher like (name 
withheld). While I’m not sure I have 
become that teacher, in a few months 
time, Lord willing, we will be working in 
the same building.  

As for what I wanted to be…until I grew 
to be taller than 6’1”, I had hoped to 
become a fighter pilot. That dream ended 
by the time I got to grade 11. Then, being 
lost on what I wanted to do, but knowing 
that a career in collision repair and car 
restoration was always open if I couldn’t 
figure it out, I went to university. There 
I studied History (with a focus on 19th 
century French labour politics – I don’t 
know why). Once I had that very useful 
degree behind me, teaching just seemed 
like a natural progression. So, I went to 
Covenant Canadian Reformed Teachers 
College, and the rest is history. 

GRPC: If you had to choose, would you 
rather be invisible for one day or be 
able to fly for one day? 

JH: Fly. Being invisible would be a 
challenge on multiple levels. Besides, I 
might not be visible, but I could not help 
being audible, so really, what would be 
the point? Flying would be far better, and 
it would fulfill a childhood dream – just 
me and Peter Pan.

GRPC: Thanks for your time. We look 
forward to seeing you at the office and 
in the Guido halls next fall, the Lord 
willing! Ω

FUTURE GUIDO DE BRÈS 
HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALAN INTERVIEW: Jason 

Heemskerk.



To fill some of the teaching voids, we will 
be welcoming two new teachers to Guido. 
Jake Ruggi must have told his son, Daron 
Ruggi, how great it was to teach at Guido, 
so Daron thought it would be a great idea 
to follow in his father’s footsteps and join 
the Guido team. Welcome, Daron! We 
wish you much strength and wisdom as 
you grow in your teaching passion and 
also grow along with all of the staff as 
a “teachable teacher.” We also welcome 
Anson Sikkema, who will share his skills 
and insight in the construction and trade 
courses in the upcoming school year. 
Anson, we pray that God may assist you 
in your continual learning as well, as you 
seek to share your gifts and talents with 
the students at Guido next September. 

Unfortunately, at the time of writing this, 
we are still short two teachers to help in 
covering all of the course instruction. The 
Administration and Education Committee 
are actively working to fill these voids, 
but as our community can see by the 
great need of teachers in our extended 
community, this is a challenge shared  
by many other schools. The Board  
asks for your prayers that we may fill 

these positions as the next school  
year approaches. 

At the membership meeting, we could 
also listen to a presentation from the 
Guido Expansion Committee. Information 
was provided on demographics and the 
various transitions over the past thirty 
years. Some great preliminary work has 
been done, and members could listen to 
and visualize how we intend to continue 
working at this and keep all of you 
informed throughout the process. If you 
missed the Spring membership meeting, 
please put the Fall one on your calendar 
so you won’t miss out on the updates! 

This time of year also presents us with 
some of our Guido locals looking to fill 
empty volunteer spaces. We seek new 
members in the community to provide 
support and ideas, and we encourage 
you to reflect on your abilities to serve in 
this exciting behind-the-scenes work at 
Guido. We thank all the local members 
for their faithful contributions over 
the past number of years! If you are 
approached to assist on a local board, 
please prayerfully consider this – it’s a 
wonderfully rewarding experience! 

Well, I could continue to write so much 
more about all the exciting work that 
happens behind the scenes in the running 
of Guido, but space prevents this. I 
encourage the membership to always 
speak with your local representatives 
about any matters that rest on your heart 
as they relate to Guido. These reps are on 
the frontlines of the Board governance 
and should always be available to answer 
any questions or concerns you may have. 
On behalf of the Board, I wish you an 
enjoyable and blessed summer time of 
relaxation and reflection on how we may 
all grow in being “teachable.” May we 
seek to find all our answers and guidance 
in God’s Word by His Spirit and with 
the help of our brothers and sisters in 
the Lord. As the Board remembers the 
supporting community in our prayers, 
we also covet your prayers as we seek to 
provide encouragement, direction, and 
leadership for the benefit of the greater 
community and our students at Guido. Ω

1R. C. Sproul, “Teachable Teachers,” Ligonier Ministries, 

last modified October 2015.  https://www.ligonier.org/learn/

articles/teachable-teachers/

May we seek to find all our answers and guidance in God’s Word  
by His Spirit and with the help of our brothers and sisters in the Lord.

“Chairman’s Notes” continued...
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SERVING EACH OTHER WITH 
OUR TIME & 
FINANCES
There are seventeen wonderful local 
congregations which support Guido de 
Brès Christian High School,  and within 
each of these congregations there’s a 
“Guido local board.” The “locals” are 
made up of three to five volunteers who 
do the work of managing the finances 
given to the high school from their specific 
congregation. Guido has been blessed with 
many eager volunteers who serve on these 
locals and with many generous donors 
who support the school financially. 

Every six months the Regional Promotion 
Committee hosts a meeting with all of the 
locals so we can share ideas and blessings. 
Our most recent meeting, this past 
April, was an example of such blessings. 
We learned that although we share the 
common cause of sustaining funds for 
Christian education, each congregation has 
a slightly different approach to gathering 
support and finances based own their local 
situation and congregation. Some host 
Guido games nights, others make personal 
visits to discuss the school over coffee, 
some bring parents on tours of Guido, 
while others make presentations at their 
feeder school membership meetings. The 
room that night was full of enthusiasm, 

talent, and creativity, along with an 
unshakeable awe that God always provides 
for His children. 

We thank both the local boards and 
the many financial donors from every 
congregation for their continued support 
of Christian high school education. If 
you’d like to learn more about how Guido 
operates financially or want to get more 
involved with the school, speak with your 
local rep; they’re happy to oblige. Go to 
www.guidodebres.org and click on the 
“Community” tab to see who your local 
rep is on the school’s governing body.  
And email promotion@guidodebres.com 
if you have promotion ideas or want to get 
more involved. Ω

T H E  G U I D O  R E G I O N A L  P R O M O T I O N  C O M M I T T E E
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1.   Exams are scheduled to take place from 
June 18, 2018 to June 22, 2018.

2.   Students are to come to school only on 
days when they have an exam to write.

3.   Exams will start at 9:00 and end at 11:00.  
Buses will then leave school around 
11:05.

4.   If school needs to be canceled for any 
day during the exam period, all exams 
scheduled for that day will be written 
a day later.  Subsequently, all exams 
scheduled for the rest of the week would 
also be written a day later.  Postponed 
Friday exams would be written on the 
following Monday.

MONDAY, JUNE 18
ENG1D – GR. 9 ACADEMIC ENGLISH

ENG1P – GR. 9 APPLIED ENGLISH

CHC2D – GR. 10 ACADEMIC HISTORY

CHC2P – GR. 10 APPLIED HISTORY

CLU3M – GR. 11 LAW

SBI3U – GR. 11 UNIVERSITY BIOLOGY

CGW4C – GR. 12 COLLEGE WORLD ISSUES

HZT4U – GR. 12 UNIVERSITY PHILOSOPHY

TUESDAY, JUNE 19
SNC1D – GR. 9 ACADEMIC SCIENCE

ENG2D – GR. 10 ACADEMIC ENGLISH

ENG3U – GR. 11 UNIVERSITY ENGLISH

ENG4U – GR. 12 UNIVERSITY ENGLISH

SCH4U – GR. 12 UNIVERSITY CHEMISTRY 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 20
MPM1D – GR. 9 ACADEMIC MATH

MFM1P – GR. 9 APPLIED MATH

MPM2D – GR. 10 ACADEMIC MATH

MFM2P – GR. 10 APPLIED MATH

BAF3M – GR. 11 ACCOUNTING

ENG3C – GR. 11 COLLEGE ENGLISH

SCH3U – GR. 11 UNIVERSITY CHEMISTRY 

SNC4E – GR. 11/12 WORKPLACE SCIENCE

FSF4U – GR. 12 UNIVERSITY FRENCH

PSK4U – GR. 12 UNIVERSITY KINESIOLOGY 

THURSDAY, JUNE 21
FSF1D – GR. 9 ACADEMIC FRENCH

SNC2D – GR. 10 ACADEMIC SCIENCE

SNC2P – GR. 10 APPLIED SCIENCE

BDP3O – GR. 11 ENTREPRENEURSHIP

CHW3M – GR. 11 UNIV./COL. HISTORY

MCR3U – GR. 11 UNIVERSITY MATH

SBI3C – GR. 11 COLLEGE BIOLOGY

CGW4U – GR. 12 UNIV. WORLD ISSUES

ENG4C – GR. 12 COLLEGE ENGLISH

MCV4U – GR. 12 CALCULUS AND VECTORS

MDM4U – GR. 12 DATA MANAGEMENT 

FRIDAY, JUNE 22
CGC1D – GR. 9 ACADEMIC GEOGRAPHY

BBI2O – GR. 10 BUSINESS

FSF2D – GR. 10 ACADEMIC FRENCH

MBF3C – GR. 11 COLLEGE MATH

MCF3M – GR. 11 UNIV./COL. MATH

MEL3E – GR. 11 WORKPLACE MATH

CHY4U – GR. 12 UNIVERSITY HISTORY

MAP4C – GR. 12 COLLEGE MATH

SBI4U – GR. 12 UNIVERSITY BIOLOGY 

Examination Schedule JUNE 2018

Career Day
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The Student Leadership Team has once 
again been busy, running many events 
and activities around the school. Monthly 
peer mentoring sessions between our 
Leadership Team and grade 9 class have 
continued and are running well. We always 
appreciate being able to have this time 
together, discussing important things and 
building relationships with those across the 
grades in Guido.
Since the last issue of the Gazette, the SLT has had a very successful 
fundraiser volleyball tournament. A number of teams were 
submitted, with people of a wide variety of ages from throughout 
the community participating. The tournament ran very smoothly 
and everyone had a great time!

Another notable event was the annual student-run assembly. This 
year the focus was on being the body of Christ. Our guest speaker, 
Rev. Tony Roukema, spoke and students were encouraged in their 
roles as youth in the church. We were reminded of our calling to 
live in Christ, supporting the members of the body around us and 
being a hand and foot to one another - especially in the halls of 
high school. 

As a school, Guido had the chance once again to host the residents 
of the Anchor Association on the second annual Anchor Visit Day. 
Students and Anchor residents had a chance to have some soup  
and buns, interacting and getting to know one another over lunch, 
and everyone enjoyed watching the Anchor Band play. It was a  
time enjoyed by all, a reminder of the blessing that we have in  
each of the members of our community and how we can support 
one another.

At the time of writing, preparations are being made for Springfest. 
We’re excited to bring in laser tag and bubble soccer again this year, 
as well as goats and horses for the students to hang out with. :) It 
promises to be a time of activity and fun.

Pizza days continue to be a student favourite, generally hosted 
every other week. The students always appreciate the pizza, but as 
we are blessed with warmer weather, we begin to transition into our 
beautiful outdoor barbecue lunches, which students look forward 
to as well. We are thankful for the beautiful weather and all of the 
continued blessings that we have here at Guido de Brès! Ω

K E N T O N  S L A A

From the SLT 

OM
F
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G U I D O ’ S  B I A N N U A L 

ARTS FESTIVAL 

SHOWCASING OUR STUDENTS’ WINNING MUSICAL  
PERFORMANCES AND ARTISTIC CREATIONS 

GUIDO GAZETTE, JUNE 201810
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Dave Kampen ...........................................Chairman
Mike Tel ............................................. Vice-Chairman
Andrew Chong ............................................Treasurer
Adrian Bartels ....................Corresponding Secretary
Ang Langendoen .......................Recording Secretary

Ancaster ............................................  Adrian Bartels 
Attercliffe ....................................... Henry Van Iperen 
Blessings ............................................... Mark Krikke 
Brampton............................................  Peter Widmer 
Burlington E .......................................  Dave Kampen 
Burlington S .................................................VACANT
Dunnville ............................................... Harold Kelly
Flamborough .......................................  Sherry Boyko 
Glanbrook .......................................  Gilbert Buikema 
Grassie ..................................................Bart Ludwig
Lincoln ......................................  Brenda VanderVelde 
Hamilton ...................................... Tyler Vanderwoude 
Providence .....................................  Ang Langendoen 
Smithville ................................................... John Bos 
Springcreek ......................................... Andrew Knegt 
Toronto.................................................... Michael Tel 
Waterdown ......................................... Andrew Chong 

Teaching Staff 
Mr. R. Tomlin....................................  Acting-Principal
Mr. P. Leistra ........................................Vice-Principal
Mr. R. VanAndel ...................................Vice-Principal

Staff Assistants 
Mrs. D. Evink, E.A. (part-time) Mrs. T. Morris, E.A. 
Miss C. Tenhage, E.A.  

Library Staff 
Mrs. J. Nobels 

Office Staff 
Mrs. J. Joosse (M, W, Th) Mrs. A. Tenhage (T, Th, F) 

Financial Staff
Mrs. T. Strating.......................Financial Administrator
Mr. G. Van Iperen ........................................Treasurer

Chief Custodian
Mr. W. Morris

Mr. G. Alkema
Mrs. J. Bork (part-time) 

Miss B. Bultena
Mr. F. DeWit
Mrs. P. Douma (part-time)

Mr. D. Dykstra (part-time)

Dr. S. Foster
Mr. W. Hoeksema
Mrs. H. Hofsink (part-time)

Mrs. S. Hofsink (part-time)

Miss G. Hulleman 
Mr. J. Kingma
Miss L. Koning 
Mr. J. Lof
Mr. J. Oliver 
Mr. J. Ruggi 
Mrs. C. Scott
Mr. D. Sikma

Miss W. Smeding 
Mrs. A. Smid (part-time)

Mrs. A. Spanninga  
(part-time)

Mrs. H. Timmerman 
(part-time)

Mr. R. Tomlin 

Mr. H. van Barneveld
Ms. C. VanEerden 
Mr. M. van Popta
Mrs. C. VanVeen
Mrs. R. Van Velzen 
Mr. J. Versteeg
Mr. C. Wieske
Mr. T. Wildeboer
Mr. T. Zietsma 
(part-time)

Despite regular support from many of our regular 
donors, Guido is facing some challenges both in the 
current school year and for next year. This year, we are 
$185,000 behind budget, and our bank account is often 
$150,000 in overdraft.  
Next year the school is growing, prompting the board to hire an extra teacher. However, 
the number of category 1 and 2 tuition paying families is actually decreasing. Balancing the 
budget would have required a 5.5% increase in tuition fees. As many of our families already 
struggle to make their tuition payments each month, the board decided to limit the increase 
to 2%, in line with previous years. As a result, we are projecting a deficit of nearly $40,000. 

To address these short-term challenges, the board has decided to have a fundraising drive 
with a goal of $85,000 or $5000/local. This campaign will run through May and June. 
Spread the word that Guido has a need for donations to cover these shortfalls. In the longer 
term, we need to emphasize that the school’s funding model only works if parents continue 
to support the school after their children have left the school. Our young people also need to 
be guided into the habit of regularly giving of their first fruits. 

Each donation is a wise use of the financial gifts that we have received and a demonstration 
of love to those families that struggle to make their tuition payments. Let’s rejoice in being 
able to help bring in the harvest! Ω

Finance  
A N D R E W  C H O N G 

Warplanes field trip


